Pricing and Ordering
Information

ProGunWare.com Apparel

(423) 257-3471 - armory@jsholsters.com
KYDEX® (Colors: Black - Sand - Gray)
JS Paddle Holster
JSPDL: $55.00

http://www.JSHolsters.com
(423) 257-3471

JS IWB Holster
JSIWB: $55.00
JS Tuckable Holster
JSTUCK: $65.00
JS TAM Holster
JSTAM: $55.00
JS Magazine Pouch
TANGO-5: $25.00

Heavyweight 6oz Cotton T-Shirt - YCB logo on back
Price: $20.00 + s/h
Color: Sand (of course)
Sizes: S, M, L & XL

JS Minimal Mag Pouch
SIERRA-6: $25.00

Leather (Natural - No Dye)
JS Leather Pocket Holster - Small
JSPH-S: $45.00
JS Leather Pocket Holster - Large
JSPH-L: $55.00

JS Leather Pocket Mag Pouch
JSPMP: $25.00

JSPH-S

Heavyweight 6oz Cotton T-Shirt
FTI color logo on back
Price: $20.00 + s/h
Color: Sand (of course)
Sizes: M, L, XL & XXL

Accessories

Our pocket holsters are
crafted with the "OV Split" to allow safe purchase
while still in the pocket. This also aids in quicker target acquisition as you don't have to shift your purchase
on the gun after the initial draw.
The holster is designed to stay in the pocket during the
draw sequence and is right or left hand specific.
We also offer a larger version (JSPH-L) for Glock 2627-33, Kahr MK9, Springfield Sub-Compact and Taurus PT111 as well as Pocket Mag Pouches (JSPMP).

de Bethencourt Horizontal Carrier (dBHC): $20.00
Safariland Comp I J-Frame Speedloaders: $11.50
Glock Grip Plug:
JP-1 & JP-2: $6.95; JP-3: $7.95
We gladly accept
Visa/MC/AMEX/Discover as well as
Paypal and Money Orders.
Give us a call at (423) 257-3471 to discuss our products or
place your order!

JSHolsters Leather Pocket Holsters
Leather JS Pocket Holster for Kel-Tec P-32,
Kel-Tec P3AT, Kel-Tec
PF-9, Kahr PM9, NAA
Guardian 380, NAA
Guardian 32, Autauga
32, Seecamp 32 and
Beretta Tomcat 32 guns.

JS Horizontal Light Holster
MSLH: $25.00

JS Leather Pocket Holster - Small Frame Revolvers
ROMEO-6: $45.00

Leather Pocket Holsters
KYDEX® Belt Holsters
Apparel & Accessories

Heavyweight 6oz Cotton T-Shirt - Family logo on back
Price: $20.00
Color: Sand (of course)
Sizes: S, M, L & XL

For the revolver folks, we have the
ROMEO-6 for small frame revolvers. We also carry speedloaders and
grip extensions for various guns. All
of our holsters come with a 100%
guarantee; we will re-craft your order
or refund your purchase price + shipping if you are not satisfied with the
quality and function of your holster.

ROMEO-6

JSHolsters - KYDEX®
Hand-crafted KYDEX® holsters and
accessories for Glock, M1911, Sig, KelTec, Springfield XD. Handguns and SW/
Taurus 85 Revolvers.

The JS Paddle Holster is our flag ship (so to speak)
for KYDEX® holsters. We designed
this holster as a single
piece with the paddle
formed away from the
body. The result: a KYDEX® paddle holster crafted to
securely hold the firearm, be comfortable to
wear, aid in concealment without hindering a smooth draw or
re-holstering and stand
JSPDL
up to everyday wear
and tear. We employ an even cut at the bottom of the
holster to allow the use of longer slides. Your color
selections include Black, Sand and Gray; the holster is
crafted in straight drop and forward cant.

This is our de Bethencourt Horizontal Carrier. The
dBHC slips over the belt and locks your item in tight.
The "tab" on the outside of the carrier is used to open
the carrier up during the insertion of your OC, light or folding knife. The drawstroke is
uninhibited by the retention of
the carrier yet your items stay
put during normal wear. This
natural balance makes the
dBHC highly useful and simple.
Or as Michael puts it: "it's
turtles all the way down".

dBHC

dBHC-6: 2 oz OC canisters
dBHC-5: .75 oz OC, 1" lithium lights, folding knives
Please note: The dBHC is a package deal that consists of two carriers; one dBHC-6 and one dBHC-5

Our JS IWB uses a generous forward cant that is set
during our molding process. The result is a holster
that rides deep and leaves
just enough grip to make a
basic safe purchase that
leads to a smooth draw.
The JS IWB is the way to
play when you need concealment, comfort and unrestricted access. The bottom of the holster is cut
evenly as to be useful for a
wider variety of slide
lengths. If you find that
JSIWB
your IWB holster disengages a manual safety, PLEASE RETURN THE HOLSTER for a full refund or an exchange. In the event of a
product return of this nature, we will cover the cost of
shipping the return to us as well as the cost of shipping
for the replacement.
The belt clip is a continuous mold from the body of the
holster. While the holster stays put after repeated
draw/reholster cycles, you may easily remove the holster
by pulling slightly outward on the retaining clip just
enough to clear your belt. Be careful not to pull the clip
out any farther than is necessary to clear your belt.
While KYDEX® is tough, it can fail under extreme
stress.
Our KYDEX® Magazine Pouches are designed and crafted to securely hold the magazine, be
comfortable to wear, aid in concealment without hindering access and stand up to
everyday wear and
tear. The one-piece design clips over the belt
and keeps the mag
pouch in place during
draw strokes. The
TANGO-5 has a tension
screw, the SIERRA-6 is a
no-hardware design that
SIERRA-6
TANGO-5
presents a smaller footprint. Please select right or left hand and the magazine
type. As spare magazines are normally worn on the
weak side, right hand mag pouches are crafted for wearing on the left, left hand mag pouches are crafted
for wearing on the right.

The JS Tuckable Holster is our first two-piece design and our T&E folks give us a universal thumbs up.
While the holster is optimal for the smallest semi-auto
frames, the bottom cut on the holster allows for the
use of longer slides. Hey,
if you can swing a larger
frame auto, go for it.
During the molding process, we shim the retention
arm to provide space for
your shirt to easily slide
between the holster and the
"hook" arm. The "hook" is
designed to ride under your
belt and catch the bottom
exposing only a minimal
amount of KYDEX®.
The JS Tuckable Holster
JSTUCK
has a sweat guard to keep
the gun away from your skin (or your undershirt).
Some guns with decocking or manual safety levers
may require careful reholstering as the lever may
catch the side of the sweat guard.
If you find that your tuckable holster disengages a
manual safety, PLEASE RETURN THE HOLSTER
for a full refund or an exchange. In the event of a
product return of this nature, we will cover the cost of
shipping the return to us as well as the cost of shipping for the replacement.
This is a dual purpose holster in that you can use it
like a traditional IWB holster. The cant is set generously forward to allow for deep
concealment as well as ready access once you clear your shirt.
The JS TAM Holster (Tuckable Absolute Minimum) is a one-piece
tuckable design that has only
enough material to cover the trigger guard and allow for a single
tension screw. The JS TAM is a
no frills, get the job done tuckable
holster that does not sacrifice
safety or quality. If you don't mind
the feeling of gun metal against
your skin, this is the deep concealment holster for you.

JSTAM

